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Purpose of paper
This paper contributes some history of Hog Bay’s colonial settlement and of the heritage of two
women who in the early 2000s confirmed details of their descent from an Indigenous Tasmanian
woman living on Kangaroo Island since the 1820s.1 Some questions it asks about early
settlement have fewer answers than wished for. When misty oral transmissions, often inherited
with uncertainty, the loss of memories over time, and of tangible evidence, combine with sparse
written and illustrated records in a largely oral culture, speculation mounts. Yet this paper
extends some certainty about land holding of the eastern ‘suburb’ of Hog Bay (known as ‘The
Aboriginal’) and attempts also to dispel some associated mythical connections.2
The Aboriginal Reserve——————
A very short-lived Aboriginal Reserve existed on Kangaroo Island from March 1860. Its survey
was prompted by a post script to a letter of 9 March 1855 to the Surveyor-General, Captain
Arthur Freeling, requesting a survey of certain acres occupied by Thomas Johnston (sometimes
Johnson) of Hog Bay. The 80-acre (32.4 hectare) Reserve was to start its eastward measure from
Frenchman’s Rock – engraved in 1803 by Nicolas Baudin’s crewman – that is, ‘at East end of
Freshwater [Hog] Bay commencing at end of land & sandy beach & running Eastward'.3 The
applicant, William Wilkins, had originally applied in 1851 for this Aboriginal Reserve to be
granted. He had settled on Kangaroo Island possibly before 1844, where he and William Walker
who, like Wilkins, lived with a mainland Aboriginal woman, built the 11-ton William at
American Beach. Their new cutter began its future trade in cargoes of wheat and barley, salt, and
woolpacks in the new year of 1844, but was wrecked at Hog Bay in 1847.4 Both men farmed on
Dudley Peninsula.
Wilkins perhaps cropped only a quarter of the land on which he squatted that became the
Reserve and on which he presumably built his quarters. The steep fall of the undulating land
(figure 1, top right), was a difficult terrain in its higher reaches for bullocks to work, but where
Wilkins’ animals could freely graze.5 After Wilkins’ death in 1860, George ‘Fireball’ Bates of
Hog Bay applied to the government in the following January to lease Wilkins’ section. Perhaps
with some self-interest he said ‘there has only been about 20 Acres under Cultivation and some
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Figure 1. Aboriginal Reserve, section 100, Hog Bay (the long rectangle below the arrow). The
government surveyor James Brooks noted the land’s ‘Rocky pasture, parts arable, very scrubby’
(Detail of Diagram sheet, Field Book 61, pp69-73, Surveyor-General's Office, Lands Titles
Office, Adelaide).
Parts of it very stoney.’6 It seems ‘Fireball’ Bates received the government’s reply far quicker
than had Wilkins who died in October in the year the Reserve was proclaimed. The land was
then leased to Hog Bay residents before its Reserve status was rescinded. Wilkins’ common-law
wife was Mary Manalto (Wilkins’ spelling; her name was sometimes recorded at the time as
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Manatto, Manarto, Minutto), who by 1860 he had ‘had for 16 years one of the [mainland]
Aborigines’.7 Yet the family had scant time to enjoy secure tenure. Wilkins wrote that he had
‘been at great expense having built 2 good stone houses’,8 a reliable claim no doubt intended to
fortify his request for the Reserve and hasten its realisation. These houses link, in however
limited a way, what we know more assuredly of ‘The Aboriginal’ or, as the area was called by
one local in 1913, fifty-three years after the Reserve was proclaimed, ‘Black Fellow Town’:
'Went down to Black Fellow Town before breakfast for the horses’. 9 Wilkins’ family left
Kangaroo Island soon after he died, yet this description lingered for at least half a century – for
good reason, carried by descendants of a different Indigenous ancestor.
The long rectangular shape of the former Aboriginal Reserve is discernible today (figure 2), the
area almost bisected diagonally by a track from the south that probably followed an original foot
pad that led directly to (or from) the site of one dwelling, known as Pirkey’s, built before 1881,
the author believes by Wilkins.
Penneshaw
Christmas
Cove

Hog Bay
Frenchman’s
Rock

Figure 2. Roads outline the rectangular boundary of the former Aboriginal Reserve of
Penneshaw east. North is to the top (Google Earth, January 2018)

Tom Ward, churchman and artist——————
In 1881, twenty-one years after Wilkins’ death the former Reserve was subdivided for sale into
sixty-seven suburban blocks varying from a quarter of an acre (0.1012 hectare) to 3½ acres (5.4
hectares). A significant and illuminating record of part of ‘The Aboriginal’ is Cottage at
Frenchman's Rock K.I., painted by the Rev. Tom Ward in 1897 (figures 3 and 4), one of several
pencil drawings and watercolour paintings he made of Kangaroo Island places.
Ward attentively observed this cottage homestead, making a valuable documentary portrait of the
first building erected following the land subdivision. Wilkins did not build
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Figure 3. On the horizon fifteen kilometres distant the low spreading mound of the South
Australian mainland rises in Tom Ward’s Cottage at Frenchman's Rock K.I. 1897. This wellestablished homestead has three out-buildings towards the gully thatched in the local manner and
a timber gantry (Courtesy of the State Library of South Australia, PRG 741/11).
this house, but a ‘Wilkinson’ has been offered in the past as having built a cottage and lived here.
This unsubstantiated attribution is a confusion repeated by commentators, and has been applied
also to another nearby building.
Salt Creek used to run openly down to Frenchman’s Rock and supply its spring. It is a thin silver
stream in the foreground of Ward’s painting, below the sand hills from which he painted, and
today Cheopis Street leads downhill along Ward’s grassy knoll. Most likely it is Emma (Emily)
Barrett (née Seymour, 1854-1922), who leads the horse in Ward’s painting. She was a former
owner of the property and grand-daughter of Nathaniel Walles Thomas (?1801–1879) and his
Tasmanian Aboriginal partner, Betsy (?–1878) of Antechamber Bay (figure 5). It is likely
thatWard knew Emma and wanted to memorialise her presence at Hog Bay. The wire and
sapling-stake fence is a kind that once the tenacious low scrub was removed divided holdings of
the eastern end and also marked off settlement around Christmas Cove (figure 6). The sturdy,
well-built remnant stone chimney, the larger of the two in Ward’s painting, was known locally as
'Wilkinson's chimney' well into the twentieth-century: this sole standing remnant of the house
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Henry Waller (1855-1934) built10 survived for over 100 years until razed in November 1999
(figures 7 and 8). When the naming ‘Wilkinson’ began is uncertain. It is equivocal and has been
the cause of uncertainties.

Figure 4. The Rev. Thomas Ward (1842-1919)
(Observer, 13 December 1919, p27).

Figure 5. Mary Seymour in 1907. Detail (State Library of South Australia, Searcy Collection,
detail of PRG 280/1/1/241.)
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After working for some time as an accountant for the Wallaroo Smelting Company and study at
St Barnabas College, Adelaide, the forty-two year old Tom Ward was ordained to the Anglican
priesthood in 1884. Later, as rural dean of the South-East he was in charge of churches at
Millicent and Beachport; in 1886 he was appointed to the Anglican Mission in

Figure 6. St Columba Church (left) and Harry Bates’ adjacent Surbiton House at Christmas Cove
are seen over woven sapling fences. The Penneshaw hotel and stables, built in 1902, sit on the
hill top beyond. Probably 1904 (Courtesy of John C Radcliffe).
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Figure 7. Known as 'Wilkinson's chimney', east Penneshaw, view to the south-east (Photo: John
Dallwitz, 1985-86. Courtesy of the South Australian Department of Environment and Heritage).

Figure 8. Remains of Henry Waller’s house. This was described in 2013 as ‘Wallans’, the home
of Wilkins later occupied by Henry Wallan (Detail. Shorty Northcott Collection, courtesy of
Trevor Blood)
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the Northern Territory, and after two years there he served north of Adelaide at Salisbury and in
New South Wales, then returned to South Australia. Ward served as Assistant Supply Chaplain,
Diocese of Adelaide, that included Kangaroo Island and he became a peripatetic relieving
minister to about 1911.11 Most of his known Kangaroo Island artistic work is from 1896-98:12 the
Cottage at Frenchman’s Rock is arguably the most valuable historical image of them all.
Tom Ward recorded his arrival at Hog Bay on SS James Comrie in 1896, perhaps on his first day
on Kangaroo Island and in early summer (figure 9). The 73-ton James Comrie, built at
Shoalhaven, New South Wales in 1877, was one of the first regular transports between Kangaroo
Island and the mainland. Small and able, the wooden-hulled Comrie made regular shuttle trips
with mail, other necessities and passengers to Hog Bay, Kingscote and the mainland, and was
celebrated by Islanders for climbing over waves 'like an acrobat or duck'; 13 Comrie later became
the tug Yulta.

Figure 9. Tom Ward. Loading Wool. Hog Bay. KI. 1896 (Courtesy of the State Library of South
Australia, PRG 741/1). If Ward was accustomed to a hard bed, the bolster and rug on the deck of
James Comrie were probably his for the journey over.

From the deck of Comrie Ward painted a fenced road on the right sweeping down from Hog
Point to the central reef where the Penneshaw jetty head was built in 1902. From the 1880s Hog
Bay residents strengthened their petitions and repeated their urgent requests to government to be
provided with a jetty. Meanwhile, the watchful Cyclops-eye ventilator of Comrie oversaw
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approaching wool bales and other cargo transferred from dray to row boat and taken to her
anchorage to be winched aboard for the return trip.
The suburban sections——————
We can know more about Waller’s cottage than is possible about the two earlier cottages nearby
identified on sections 41 and 43 in the 1881 government survey, yet some fragile connections
from the hard and unromantic past seem to hold their story from the 1850s or perhaps 1840s to
the present (figure 10). Both cottages survived the ‘suburban’ development of the former
Reserve where snail’s pace house-building quickened only from the 1980s.
Gradually from late 1882, several mainlanders – most probably speculating – bought the newlysurveyed eastern sections. They included James Angas Johnson, a grandson of George Fife
Angas (1789-1879), a former chairman and director of the South Australian Company and
promoter of emigration to the colony, with whom James worked for two decades until becoming
a land and estate agent involved in financial affairs, and who owned at least nine sections until
1900; John Henry Luxmoore, who dealt in land and estate matters and pursued municipal
interests at mainland Brighton; the farmer James H Riches, whose son, George H Riches was
born in 1887 at Hog Bay but enlisted in the army in 1916 at Perth (his father went to
Wyalcatchem in Western Australia’s central wheat belt, having sold his section 73 in 1894 to the
Kangaroo Island farmer Ephraim Steen Bates junior (1854-1946); Charles F Fenn, a solicitor of
the Adelaide firm Fenn & Hardy, who initially owned thirteen sections from 1892 to 1897;
Charles J Sanders, a well-regarded surveyor who bought the two-acre section 36 in October
1882, the year he retired from government service; and Charles Fowles, the telegraph operator at
Cape Jervis where his father was lighthouse keeper, who bought section 84. The unimproved
section 84 was transferred to the English-born Francis Barrett, husband of Emma Barrett, in
September 1892.
Figure 10. ‘General Plan of
East Township’. 1881
(Field Book 1237, Hundred
of Dudley, 1881-82, p13,
Lands Titles Office,
Adelaide)
Field Book no. 1237 can be
accessed by a Plan Image
search at sailis (South
Australian Integrated Land
Information System),
<www.SAILIS.sa.gov.au>
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Emma Barrett (née Seymour)——————
The first local government assessment (1888), noted Henry Waller’s ‘house and garden’ on
section 85.14 The twenty-seven year old Waller, ‘laborer of Penneshaw’, married for six years,
had built the house and held the land from July 1882.15 By April 1893, Emma Barrett owned this
house and land, the property in Ward’s painting. On Christmas Day 1882 Waller bought the
adjoining section 86. This also became Emma’s property in 1893, which she held to May 1899. 16
While Emma held both sections her husband had held the adjoining section 84 from several
months earlier. Over time, from periodic sales of this eastern land by mainland owners, local
residents increased their holdings for agricultural purposes.
Emma Seymour married the thirty-year-old widower and father, Francis Thomas Barrett, in 1883
(figure 11). Land titles describe Barrett as a carter; family lore knows him as a horse-trainer,
believed to have been thrown from a horse on Hog Bay beach, his injuries resulting in his death
in 1901.17 Francis joined the Aboriginal family of Dudley Peninsula by marriage. He was paid
three shillings a week by the Protector of Aborigines to cart water to Mary Seymour (18331913), mother of Emma, when she was in want during dry weather at her home west of
Penneshaw township.18 Thomas Willson, JP, public figure and sheep farmer, organised that
Joseph Seymour (1857-1946), Emma’s brother, should be supplied to make a cedar-top coffin
for Francis Barrett on his death, to be charged to the Destitute Board. 19 When Emma Barrett died
in 1922, 'old Sol Jones drove the coach’ for her funeral.20 Solomon Jones, a handyman day
worker, built the existing cottage on section 53 (of about half an acre) with his wife, Charlotte
Jones, in about 192021 from débris stone from Emma’s (originally Waller’s) house: Emma had
sold sections 85 and 86 to Charlotte in May 1899.22
Charlotte and Solomon built on the edge of the land above Frenchman’s Rock twenty-one years
after Emma Barrett moved eastwards to section 73 which she bought from Ephraim Steen Bates
junior in March 1900. Emma built there, probably helped by her stone-mason brother Joseph,23
and in August 1901, aged forty-seven, she bought some seven acres within five sections in the
southern area of the eastern ‘suburb’. Later she bought land further to the south, outside the
former Reserve, to provide for her son to whom she soon transferred much of her land:24 there,
by 1907 local road usage included the direction ‘White Gum Gully to “Barrett’s corner”’. 25 With
Emma’s gradual move inland the physical Aboriginal connections to the ‘East End’ diminished.
For two descendants of Emma, however, with confirmation of their ancestry, a valued spiritual
connection to ‘The Aboriginal’ confirmed a few years ago strengthens.
The pre-1881 cottages——————
Two cottages existed on the future 'East Township' before Waller built his homestead nearby. In
1881 the government surveyor recorded them: a ‘wattle and mud’ hut with a ‘paling roof’, of
about 1.5 metres high on section 41; and one of ‘loose stone & mud [mortar]’ with ‘thatched
roof’ (of ‘cutting grass’, as surveyors called it, or of melaleuca branches, the broom brush
Melaleuca uncinata) on section 43 where the wall thickness was two links (the 450 mm, or
nearly 16 inches, when measured by the author).26 (Figures 12 and 21). At some stage the ‘stab
and puddle’ walls of the hut on section 41 were transformed into field-stone. The builders of
both cottages are undocumented save for a claim by George ‘Fireball’ Bates who on 12 January
1861 requested to rent the twenty acres formerly cultivated by Wilkins, writing: ‘I am living in a
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Cottage on the Ground which I Built and went to the expence [sic] of Palings for the roof’. He
asked to be able to remain until decisions were made about Wilkins’ property and added: ‘I Beg
Leave to say I Built the House when I was residing with Wilkins’.27 Most likely this was the

Figure 11. Emily (Emma) Seymour (1854-1922) and Francis Thomas Barrett (1853-1901) on
their marriage day, 21 August 1883, at the Penneshaw home of Mary Seymour, Emma’s mother.
Is the rug or cloak of possum or wallaby fur significant for Emma’s Aboriginal ancestry? (Photo
courtesy of Lorraine McDonald)
cottage on section 41. What work connection ‘Fireball’ Bates had with Wilkins or if he exhibited
any sympathy for the family’s plight on his death is unknown.
In October 1882, the twenty-six year old Ephraim Steen Bates junior bought section 43;28 he
married Annie Elizabeth Davidson in August 1882 and they stayed on section 43 for twelve
months then built west of Hog Bay township. Section 43 stayed in the Bates family well into the
twentieth-century, accruing some myth all the while. Martha Davidson, who co-habited with
Ephraim’s brother, the seaman-farmer Henry (Harry) Bates, bought section 41 in October
1882,29 and this stayed in the Bates family to 1965.
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Figure 12. From ‘General Plan of East Township’. 1881 (Field Book 1237, 1881-82, reverse of
p12, Lands Titles Office, Adelaide). The two huts are outlined on sections 41 and 43. Pork Creek
is on the right and Salt Creek ran on the left beside the sizeable vegetable garden enclosed by a
sapling and brush fence as protection against wallabies and livestock, an essential support for
Wilkins’ large family.

Bridle paths and foot tracks——————
This eastern area was early traversed by the Island’s nineteenth-century labourers (such as the
casually-employed ‘axe-men’, the land clearers), farmers, and lighthouse staff (both European
and of Aboriginal descent) from Creek (Antechamber) Bay and Cape Willoughby. The 1876
surveyor noted ‘Bridle Track to Creek Bay’ and drew as dotted lines other well-worn foot tracks
through thorny prickly acacia and dense mallee scrub that led over the hills towards the
township, some joining the tracks of settlers coming from the east over Ironstone Hill from
Cuttlefish Bay.30 (Figure 13). Captain William Cook Cawthorne, who as the Sturt Lighthouse
keeper was the official government authority, was clear that ‘the distance 20 miles through dense
Scrub’ from the lighthouse at Cape Willoughby to Hog Bay, was ‘impossible for any person to
go the Journey on foot.’31 However, after his death Wilkins’ Aboriginal partner Mary walked to
the lighthouse with a child on hip seeking assistance, and was thoughtfully returned to Hog Bay
on horseback.
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Figure 13. Survey of 1876 in order to open land selection in 1877. From left: the rectangular
Aboriginal Reserve, Binney’s (Binnies’) Track, Ironstone Hill; and foot pads from Creek Bay
and Cuttlefish Bay (Diagram sheet, Field Book no. 819, 1876, Lands Titles Office, Adelaide).
At this time there was no made road (now Frenchman’s Terrace) along the Hog Bay foreshore:
the scrub tracks from the east entered the sandy bay that served as the clearway into the township
just before Frenchman’s Rock (figure 14) and led close to Henry Waller’s house. Aboriginal
family members had relations to visit either side of the township. The wife of Henry’s brother,
Alfred James Waller (1853-1925), was a grand-daughter of Nathaniel Thomas and his
Aboriginal partner, Betsy: in January 1885 at Yankalilla Alfred married Mary Ann Simpson
(1865-1932), the daughter of Thomas Simpson from Lincolnshire and Hannah Thomas. Her
parents lived in a cottage on the hill above ‘Old Penneshaw’ township at Christmas Cove that
Ward also painted, albeit from a distance (figure 16). Over 1881-84, Alfred held town section 16
on the western side of the township where Thomas and Eliza Johnston’s two-room cottage had
been built in the 1840s.
Mary Wilkins?——————
The late Garnett Wilson was the grandson of Eliza, William Wilkins’ daughter with Mary. He
wrote of ‘Nellie Ramininanyeri from the southern Kaurna people that were around Cape Jervis’:
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Figure 14. The surveyor indicated the track entry to Hog Bay beach from the east (circled) (HL
Beddome, Field Book 1237, Hundred of Dudley, 1881-82, LTO, p14)
Nellie was taken by a man called John Wilkins … On the 22nd of November 1860
Nellie the mother of John, Harry, Charlie, Susan, Jessie and Elizabeth arrived from
Kangaroo Island on the mainland … brought … by the authorities of that day.
They were registered as Wilkins, although Nellie was never legally married to
Wilkins.32
Harry died 1865 in [Point] McLeay [Mission], Susan Wilkins died April 1866 at the
… Adelaide Hospital, Eliza Wilkins married John Wilson 22/10/1869, they had a
large family of six sons, two daughters, they were married into other Aboriginal
families …
John Wilkins the son was married, he died 29/1/1882, he had one daughter Essie
Wilkins. She married into the Rigney family.33
With this faxed information Garnett attached a copy of a photograph of Nellie Reminminyeri
[sic] (figure 15) which has not yet been verified through other means and might not be of
Wilkins’ partner.
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Figure 15. Nellie Reminminyeri (Source: Jean Nunn, CD-ROM, p3574).34
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Figure 16. Tom Ward. Penneshaw. K.I. 1898 (State Library of South Australia, PRG 741/10).
The township, with St Columba Church of England in the centre, is framed by narrow-leaf
eucalypts. Thomas Simpson’s post office-residence above the township at Christmas Cove is at
the top, right. This painting was exhibited in the Second Federal Exhibition held by the South
Australian Society of Arts, Adelaide, in 1899.
After William Wilkins’s death——————
In October 1860 at nine in the morning, the 'native woman Mary Minorla [sic]' went to the
lighthouse with her 'infant' daughter for rations of flour and rice. Did she set out at 11pm the
previous night, or stay overnight at Antechamber Bay with the Thomas or Seymour family? Four
days before this, William Walker from Hog Bay reported the death of William Wilkins and his
son to William Cawthorne, stating that the 'native woman', Mary Minuto and her eight [sic]
children, the eldest a female of thirteen years, the youngest a boy of ten months, were in 'great
distress' and in 'want of Raiment and food.' He reported that a person named Martin had made a
claim on Wilkins’ cattle for an alleged debt of £35, and had taken away seven head of cattle,
including two working bullocks.35 This opportunism undoubtedly was without official
permission even though Martin claimed that ‘a few days previous to his death’ Wilkins made
over to him seven head of cattle.36 Wilkins' remaining crop and all other effects were given into
the charge of local farmers.
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In early 1860 Wilkins had written to the former Protector of Aborigines, Matthew Moorhouse,
that the:
land that I have been supporting my children [from] that you and Captain Freeling
told me to take [an] option of in Hog Bay is just taken for a sheep run by a man of
the name of Lashmar [. He] tells me I must not grow any more grain which is the
only means I have of supporting my children and I have ten of them … and I have to
work very hard.37
This was most likely a demand by Thomas Young Lashmar, the butcher, who died at Adelaide in
December 1860, or of his nineteen-year old son, John Sherbourne Lashmar, with whom he had
sheep runs on Kangaroo Island. Was Wilkins unfairly beset by this claim because of his mixedrace family? At the time of the Aboriginal Reserve survey, the assistant Surveyor-general said
Wilkins’ land was ‘not included in any Run’.38 If forced to leave, Wilkins claimed his only
recourse would be to bring his children to Adelaide’s Destitute Asylum. Nowhere else on the
island was there a possible place for him to reside, he wrote, it all being ‘taken by cattle runs.’
He asked that a reply be sent per Captain Martin of the 'Henry and Mary cutter'. 39
This coastal trading cutter transported passengers and the many sundry stores and merchandise
so essential to settlement and trade: posts and rails, firewood, and bagged potatoes, wheat and
salt from wherever they were available along Kangaroo Island’s coast, and cabbages from
American River. In May 1861, having left Kangaroo Island, the uninsured cutter was wrecked
off Aldinga Beach causing Martin a £400 loss;40 was this J Martin’s reason for calling in
Wilkins’ alleged debt to him so peremptorily? Was this captain the John Martin who held
American River Station pastoral lease no. 737 of ten square miles from October 1859 (at one
time running 600 sheep) that he transferred to Thomas Willson senior in 1863, possibly for the
same financial reason?
Sale of Wilkins’ goods__________________________
What goods did a man, diligent but impoverished as Wilkins appears to have been, need for
existence? John Tapley of the Sturt Lighthouse in the presence of William Walker, Thomas
Johnston and George Bristow made an inventory of his effects dated 15 October 1860.41 At their
sale on 28 March 1861 Wilkins’ three working bullocks, two cows and two calves were absent;
they were the ‘cattle’ Martin claimed the ‘late Mr Wilkins made … over to him before he died’.42
Among other of Wilkins’ property sold were one harrow, three plough shares, four bullock bows
(wooden collars), one old but serviceable boat with four oars, mast and rudder, one old fowling
piece and pistol, two gallons of turpentine, one iron maul and one cask of Kangaroo Island salt
(most likely for preserving the skins of wallabies that abounded in the area – Wilkins probably
supplemented his income by sale of wallaby and possum skins, the wallabies having given meat
for the pot), and six sickles. The £5.0.0 the sale realized was sent to the government. Not sold,
and unaccounted for at the sale, were one large water tank and one small harness cask (a tub
lashed to a vessel's deck for storage of daily provisions or for soaking salt meat).
It is reasonable to say that Mary and her children were dispossessed by prevailing gender-bias
and race prejudice. Mary it seems did not warrant consideration nor was she given the chance to
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decide matters where paternalism and exploitation went hand in hand. Captain Martin of the
Henry and Mary asked Thomas Johnston to reap, clean and bag half of Wilkins’ ‘more or less’
five acres [two hectares] of ripe wheat. Martin received thirty-three bags – a considerable total,
probably of some 99 kilograms – and in December 1861 Johnston sent a copy of Martin’s receipt
to the government and sought reimbursement of £1 per acre for his work: the docket containing
his claim is titled in part, ‘for reaping wheat for Aborig l woman, Kangaroo Island’.43 It is
doubtful that Mary received any wheat or money but certain that Martin had an eye for the value
of wheat as the key produce of the colony at this time.
Henry Mildred (1795-1877), an elected Member for East Torrens, might unknowingly have
begun or fortified the idea of a ‘Wilkinson’ having lived at the East End. He learned while at the
Destitute Asylum board at Adelaide in November 1860 of Wilkins’ family sent to the mainland:
an Anglo-Australian family, a native woman and eight half caste children named
Wilkinson has been decoyed or frightened from their Homestead, situated at or near
Hog Bay, Kangaroo Island by a person named Martin. The Homestead consists of
two houses 11 acres of wheat, Cows, Bullocks etc. This family was in comparative
comfort and now beg to be ‘let go back to their home as they soon die here.’44
Verbal fluidity could have made ‘Wilkins and son’ become ‘Wilkinson’ and for that family name
to enter folk-lore. Is it too far-fetched to suggest that Waller built with stone from the section 43
cottage once it was abandoned by the Wilkins family, and by this cause the Wilkins/on name to
be connected to his own house, just downhill, years afterwards?
Of Wilkins’ twenty or so acres of wheat under crop it appears that twelve acres were ‘on Shares’
with George Bristow.45 Local memory has it that a threshing floor existed on the northern part of
the ‘East End’, distinctly visible before house-building increased in the later twentieth-century;
this was likely where Wilkins threshed and winnowed his grain in the coastal breezes. In a good
season five acres might have cropped 250 bushels; at the higher price of seven shillings a bushel
that would bring £145 before costs – especially those for transport to Port Adelaide – were
deducted.46 For some years previous to 1847 wheat averaged 3/- or 4/- a bushel at most. The
average price for wheat in the five years to 1861 was 6/-.47 Wilkins’ alleged debts paid
posthumously left little inheritance. But was Mary ever considered a recipient of any effects or
money?
At the time of Wilkins’ death Mary and her children were:
in a most distressing state from sickness & destitution having no provisions bedding
& laboring under a severe attack of Influenza which disease hindered the Elder
Branches of the family providing for their wants.48
William Cawthorne had supplied one sack of flour and two pairs of blankets on government
account, and from his private stocks tea, sugar, rice, and vegetables, and a small supply of
medicine for the family consigned to Mistress Bristow, Hog Bay’s first post mistress. Cawthorne
wrote that as Wilkins had a section of land granted to him for his family's support, he could not
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give further government support without an Order as the lighthouse stores were for the use of the
'Natives who were on the Island.'49 Although ambiguous and exclusive, this meant those
descendants of Betsy the Tasmanian, who was resident from the 1820s, and the mainland
Aboriginal women taken to Kangaroo Island. Mary remained in no-man’s-land, ineligible for
government support while she remained on Kangaroo Island to where presumably she came
willingly with William Wilkins.
‘Pirky’——————
Undoubtedly some colonial men on Kangaroo Island were wont to answer the ‘desire for
obscurity’ that accounted largely, Rusel Ward suggested of Australia’s eastern colonies, ‘for the
back-country usage, which persisted well into the [twentieth century], by which most working
men were known, to mates and masters alike, only by nicknames.50 Owning one or more aliases,
maintaining anonymity, was a symptom of ‘the collectivist ethos of the nomad tribe’, 51 from and
to wherever in the colonies they moved. On Kangaroo Island sowing identity-confusion, or
negating traceable family, may have been pragmatic, assuring an unaccosted survival and has
produced questions unanswered well into the present.
In Penneshaw lore the name variously spelled Pirkey, Perkey, and Purky implies a real person,
but who in concrete form is elusive and possibly the name was an alias. When in The Kangaroo
Islanders: a story of South Australia before colonization 1823, William Cawthorne, son of the
Sturt Lighthouse keeper, named three men of Hog Bay – Worley, Georgy, and Porky – he thinly
disguised Wallan, ‘Fireball’ Bates and Pirky.52 Kangaroo Islanders was written in 185453 and
published in 1865 after serialisation in the Illustrated Melbourne Post. Supposedly it was set on a
Kangaroo Island of earlier date. Was Pirky the author’s fiction or told to him in a tale, or was he
for some reason a mythical character? In September 1850 John McDonald, probably a coastal
seaman, strayed under weather in the Caledonia to Antechamber Bay where he enjoyed ‘wallaby
pie’ offered by Nat Thomas. ‘The wallaby hunter was Betsy. She visited Hog Bay, where Walker
and Perkins lived with two Aboriginals. The latter had children: Walker had none.’ 54 And so
another name, Perkins, enters the story. If McDonald misheard Perkins for Pirky it was the only
name he failed to later write correctly.
Mary Seymour told the medico-anthropologist Herbert Basedow that several 'runaway whalers’,
two of whom were George Horman and Pirkey, brought some Aboriginal women to Dudley
Peninsula from Cape Jervis.55 Of the ten or so men from Dudley Peninsula who went in 1849 to
help build the Sturt lighthouse, some with their bullock teams, ‘Perky’ was allegedly one.56 Tom
Coward recorded meeting a ‘Perkey’ in 1855 when, as a police corporal, he searched near
American River and on the south coast for the lost Joseph Pennington. He wrote:
On arrival at [Kangaroo] island I engaged one of the best of men, who went by the
name of ‘Old Gordie.’ He was getting his living by wallaby-hunting, and knew the
country thoroughly. He was a mate of ‘Perkey’ and my old late friend George
[‘Fireball’] Bates at Hog Bay, and … the best information was available.57
Some Penneshaw oral repetitions suggest that Pirkey was the early Kangaroo Island settler
Henry Wallan.58 But why would Wallan assume an alias and why would Coward be complicit?
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Disparate spellings can cloud identity and make unstable records: for instance, ‘Old Gordie’ was
variously named by one who had worked with him in the 1850s at the Three-Wells (Cygnet
River) sawmill of the contractor, John Ransome Goodiar, and probably knew him beyond, as
‘Old Gordie Osman’, ‘Gordy Osborne’, and ‘Gordy Osmond’.59 The sawmill operated at
‘Governor’ Henry Wallan’s settlement from which the South Australian Company ousted Wallan
in 1836. In addition to wallaby-hunting ‘Old Gordie’ was said to have shepherded on the Calnan
family’s Cygnet River holding. Harry Bates recalled that Old Gordie told him ‘so many times’
that Coward and he found tracks possibly of Pennington at Salt Lagoon. Frederick Osman,
possibly George Osman’s son or brother, bought from Wilkins’ auction a maul, augers, two
sieves and three plough shares.60 Gordie must therefore have remained on Kangaroo Island for
some time.61
In early 1849 a George Osman was a passenger for Kangaroo Island on the 15-ton cutter Jane
Flaxman. On the outward journey the master and part-owner, Charles Duke, lost his reason and
drowned near Aldinga Bay. Osman was chief witness at a coronial enquiry at Brighton.62 Was
this Osman’s first attempt to journey to the island? A small, torn paper fragment held in the
Penneshaw Museum (an extraordinary survival) was for ‘Mrs [?Mary] Seymour’, and asks that
she send George Osman ‘3 large buck [?sk]ins and three Oposums [sic] skins’. (Figure 16). As a
wallaby snarer and pelt-gatherer Osman no doubt bartered his skins for necessities with passing
ships’ crews. But of Pirkey even this little is not known with such certainty.
George Bates was known in his seafaring days as ‘Piebald’, ‘Pyeball’ and ‘George’, but
‘Fireball’ won on Kangaroo Island.63 Presumably Perkey also ‘went by’ his name: were he and
William Wilkins one? Although it is doubtful that he needed to, did Wilkins assume the alias
Wilkinson? Possibly these questions further cloud the matter.
The Bates family had farmed in the Hog Bay district from 1860, and the name ‘Perkey’ was part
of family memory. Folklore, repeated by Harry Bates, tells us that a sealer, Black Jack Williams,
remained on the Island after colonisation and raised ‘a large family of half-caste children’ with
his native wife, Perky: a ‘son named Bill was their eldest child. When Williams died from
pneumonia his family was sent to the Point McLeay Mission [Raukkan].’64 Does this account
suggest that Black Jack was really Wilkinson or Wilkins? Elizabeth Ann (or Ann Elizabeth)
Davidson, who married Ephraim Steen Bates junior, was delivered of her son, Edward Lawrence
Bates (1883-1965) ‘in the old house built by
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Figure 15. A fragment of George Osman’s request to Mrs [Mary] Seymour (1833-1913) for skins
(Mary Seymour file, Penneshaw Maritime and Folk Museum).
Perkey, who was buried not far away’.65 Edward Bates later said the Bates family did not build
the cottage (on section 43), nor record who did, and he repeated that it had:
always been taken for granted that it was built by one of the very early settlers,
perhaps about 1838 by Purkey or Wallan … [the latter] better known to old Islanders
as 'King Wally'.66
He gave no further detail. Edward’s son, the late Bruce Bates, said ‘Dad always swore Perkey
was Governor Wallan.’67 No reason was given. Narratives often conflate identities. Maybe Perky
was Wilkins; more doubtfully Wallan was Pirkey.
It is of course possible that Wallan went to live south of Frenchman's Rock after the South
Australia Company dispossessed him of his Three Wells property. In 1844, on the island’s northwest coast the policeman Alexander Tolmer met wallaby trappers, among whom was ‘old
Warlans, dubbed “Governor” on account of his long residence on the island.’68 We assume that
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this was Henry Wallan, but Warlans might be the intruding name confused with Wallan.69
Another publication tells us that ‘Fireball’ Bates recalled that when he helped search on the
mainland in 1831 for Captain Collet Barker, a ‘black girl’ was accosted and claimed as his
‘property’ by another of the party, one ‘Warley [Wallen] and lived with him at Hog Bay,
assisting him to hunt.’70 Here the writer interpolates Wallen in Bates’ own 1886 account. Tolmer
did not give Warley the alternative name Wallen. But notably he wrote that Warley soon after
living at Hog Bay ‘sailed with a whaling captain … having handed over his native girl to
Bates.’71 This was not Henry Wallan, who left the island in 1856 and died at Adelaide. Even
though writers repeat the belief that Wallan went to live at Hog Bay, the claim’s veracity is
weak. Jean Nunn wrote that Wynnis Ruediger claimed that Wallen went to live at Hog Bay near
Baudin’s spring: certainly, Ruediger wrote that ‘Wallen went to live on the Dudley Peninsula’,
perhaps with the inference that it was at Hog Bay; and Nunn wrote that ‘he attempted to farm at
Hog Bay’ after 1836, but neither claim is substantiated. It is likely that both authors built the
inference from WH Leigh’s somewhat vague comment (to obscure his destination?) that Wallen
went ‘to a part of the island where he is again cultivating a piece of land’.72
Some further mystifying——————
Text on a plaque at one time attached to door timbers that were buried for reason unknown on
section 17 (Harry Bates’ land on which the Penneshaw hotel was built in 1902), might be part
fabrication, part allusion to fact, possibly deliberate myth-making, and remains perplexing
(figure 17).
Its 1825 and 1857 dates for Wallan’s death, if both were intended as such, are incorrect. Wallan
died in April 1856, not alone, but at the Gresham Hotel, Adelaide,73 taken there in the cutter
Endeavour in April for a medical consultation, not from Hog Bay but from Cygnet River, by
Goodiar. Goodiar had known Wallan since 1854, presumably at Cygnet River; unwell, Wallan
stayed at Goodiar’s Cygnet River sawmill for the last twelve months of his life until taken to
Adelaide. Goodiar returned Wallan’s body on the cutter Breeze for burial at Kingscote. If Wallan
built at Hog Bay, was the form different from his farm-house at Three-Wells where a ‘wigwam’,
an A-frame timber hut, was walled with tree bark?74 Settler building ‘tradition’ at Hog Bay
leaned to stone, such as the cottage Ephraim Steen Bates senior built in 1860, similar in all ways
to ‘Fireball’ Bates’ thatched cottage on a bluff west of Christmas Cove where he passed his later
years (figure 18) and Wilkins’ cottage on section 43.
A larger area than one section was once known as ‘Perky’. To his son, Tuss Bates (born about,
1895) Charles Melbourne Bates wrote in February 1919 offering him first preference to his land
and household furniture:
I have finished up my Harvest now and I am prepared to have a Settling up Between
me and you … [T]his is my valuations on my Property. House and Block No 39 …
4 Acers [sic] Back of the old House Block No 40[.] About 6½ [acres, or about 2 ha]
known as Perky. 75
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Figure 17. The text on this lead plaque was hammered by Edward Bates who attached it to door
planks that for some reason were buried.
BURIED BLOCK 17 SUB[URBAN] PENNESHAW
OLD DOOR FROM HOUSE
ON BLOCK 43 PENNESHAW
BUILT BY WALTER R PERKEY
(KING WALLY) 1837 DIED 1857
AT CYGNET RIVER ALONE 1825
(Photo: author, 15 January 2017. With thanks to Sandy Brown, Penneshaw).
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Figure 18. George ‘Fireball’ Bates outside his cottage, west of Christmas Cove, Penneshaw. Date
unknown (Penneshaw Maritime and Folk Museum)
‘Wilkinson’ and the Fides? ——————
In a largely oral-culture, certain sound parallels and mis-pronunciations are instilled through
constant repetition and when they enter writing it is often in different forms: a merging and
substitution of names from the 1850s and ‘60s is likely – Wilkinson, Wilkins and son, and
Wallen, Warley, Waller, Whalley – can have been interchanged and lead to misperceptions.
The late Aboriginal historian, genealogist and Ngarrindjeri leader, Doreen Kartinyeri (19352007), identified ‘Nellie Raminyemmermin’ as ‘the widow of John Wilkins, who was a Russian
Finnish whaler living on Kangaroo Island’.76 Perhaps this was Mary’s given name; the rest is
possibly fable: we read little or nothing else about John Wilkins, who presumably anglicized his
name. Does this claim arise from Kartinyeri melding the story of the Finnish ship Fides, that had
sailed from Christianstadt, Russian Finland, to South Australia, with the story of Wilkins and his
son? Has her genealogy contributed to myth-making?
One story handed down in Penneshaw and published by Wynnis Ruediger in 1980 is that
Wilkinson, a former sealer who lived ‘just above Frenchman’s Rock’ and his part-Aboriginal son
sailed to assist the crew at the wreck of the Finnish barque, Fides in 1860. The men came home,
developed pneumonia, died, and were buried just south uphill from where they had lived; the
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‘native wife’ was also later buried there; at the time of her publication, she wrote that all that
remained of Wilkinson’s cottage was the chimney.77 There this hearsay ends, and has not
attracted later commentators’ criticism or enquiry.
A more detailed account was given ninety years after the event:
The mast of the Fides was leaning ashore near the cliffs, and some of the crew
managed to climb the mast on to the face of the cliff where there was a shallow ledge
… the mast broke and the unfortunate men … could neither climb up nor down and
so perished on the ledge … News of the disaster reached Hog Bay, and three men in
a whaleboat who went to assist these men suffered such hardships and privations on
the trip there and back, that two of the men died of exposure after returning to Hog
Bay.78
Here the time frame for assistance is improbable; the lack of telegraphic communications at the
time makes it more so, and some claims are not realistic.79
When five months out from London with cargo worth £11,868 consigned to the shippers and
commission agents Elder, Stirling & Co of Adelaide,80 the Finnish barque Fides, built in 1857,
was wrecked near Snug Cove in wild weather at 2 a.m. on 22 May 1860 with the loss of ten
lives. The surviving five crewmen reached Cape Borda by foot on the morning of 27 May, where
they remained for ten days and were later taken to the wreck site on a five and half hour sail.
They buried a crewman found dead there. The second Keeper took them in the lighthouse
whaleboat to Port Adelaide where they arrived on 7 June.81
It seems highly unlikely that two or three souls from Hog Bay would have embarked in
dangerously squally weather to give extremely late assistance at the western end of the Island;
Hog Bay probably heard of the wreck at the earliest when the news was received of the
remaining crew’s reception by Cape Borda lighthouse staff. It is more credible that whoever
went from Hog Bay went to salvage at a later date. Was it William Wilkins and son? Or did noone go from Hog Bay? By the end of winter 1860 several residents were ‘laid up with’ influenza,
that ‘fashionable though unpleasant disease … prevalent at Hog Bay’,82 as on the mainland, and
Wilkins and his son later succumbed from no other cause.
Local lore has it that Wilkinson and his son were buried to the south of Frenchman’s Rock. A
hand-written list (date and author unknown) of Dudley Peninsula burials not in cemeteries or
graveyards notes: ‘Penneshaw East Wilkinson Senior [? & son] Bill Wilkinson & native woman
Blanche Paul on road about 1860’. Certainly, in 1881 the government surveyor identified three
burials side by side on the western border of section 17, directly south of the section 43 cottage,
that conform to this burial position. (Figure 20). Assuming that this note on burials used Wilkins’
alternative, his alias – but why would he have one? – then this is his and his son’s burial site. But
no clues have been discovered about who Blanche Paul was. Was she someone who also lived at
the East End and who also died in 1860? Was she connected to Wilkins? Was she the ‘native
wife’ who Ruediger says was buried there? Whose ‘wife’ was she? Was Bates with an
Aboriginal woman while living in the house he claimed he built on section 41? Did Wilkins
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build two cottages because he had two ‘wives’? Phillip Clarke wrote83 that ‘Wilkins may have
had two wives: “‘Martha’ and ‘Nellie’”, suggesting that Martha was the Mary who Wilkins
wrote of in his letter.84 Hosking says Clarke cites Norman Tindale for the information that
‘”Martha” had ten children born on Kangaroo Island’. But Mary is also identified as Nellie.

Figure 20. The three graves are marked as parallel lines, middle left (Field Book 1237, Hundred
of Dudley, 1881-82, p17, Adelaide)

William Wilkins——————
Several William Wilkins came to South Australia in the period when the island’s settler might
have disembarked. A ‘man named Wilkins’, more likely than some others to have farmed on
Kangaroo Island, guided Pastor William Finlayson’s (1813-97) exploratory party to Encounter
Bay in 1838. Finlayson and his companions, William Giles and WB Randell, went on behalf of
the South Australian Company. Wilkins was ‘a good bushman, who had more than once before
accomplished this long difficult journey alone. At those times he had met and talked with the
notorious bushranger, Jack Foley.’85 If William Wilkins, he could have met his Aboriginal
partner during one of these ventures on the Fleurieu Peninsula.
Unfortunately, we learn nothing of William Wilkins’ biography from his local death notice
which was succinct if not cursory:
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Barley is falling fast before the sickle, and wheat looking well. Since my last letter
there have been two deaths on the island from influenza – a Mr. William Wilkins, an
old and well-known islander, and his son.
With no more ado, certainly with no mention of Wilkins’ family’s fate, the correspondent noted
that ‘several whalers have called here for food and water, but they do not report a very
favourable season.’86
It is presumed by most writers, without reference for the claim, that William Wilkins was a
former sealer. Chester Schultz wrote that ‘oral history’ identifies him as the husband of a Kaurna
woman, but he gives no reference to an oral history – or was his comment about informal
inherited reminiscence?87 A 2005 survey confuses matters more regarding the cottage on section
41 (figures 21 and 22), stating:
Some of the sealers became permanent settlers … Here at Hog Bay, a man called
Wilkinson lived with his aboriginal wife and son in a small cottage just above
Frenchman’s Rock … for many years until 1860 when Wilkinson and his son died
investigating the wreck of … ‘Fides’ … They were buried on the hillside above their
home. The cottage was constructed as a residence but then used as a shearing shed.88
The several careful studies that enumerate the ‘Bass Strait’ island sealers are detailed and
although they cannot be definitive Wilkins does not appear; possibly he was not a sealer or from
a whaling ship,89 but his life before Hog Bay remains unknown in a way distinct from the
obscured identity of many itinerant and escaped seamen.
Figure 21. Cottage on
section 41 Warrawee
Terrace in 2002. View to
the north-east. The walls
of an in-ground sheep
dip (here overgrown)
were sealed with the
bitumenous-like pitch
that used to be collected
from the island shores.
The dip is now (2017)
respectfully exposed and
additions have been
made to the side and rear
of the building (Photo:
author, 2002).
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Figure 22. Cottage on section 41, Warrawee Terrace. Looking south-east. The foreground slopes
down to Pork Creek. Date of photograph unknown (Shorty Northcott Collection, courtesy of
Trevor Blood)
After Wilkins’ death Mary Wilkins and her children were taken to Point McLeay Mission
(Raukkan) on Lake Alexandrina, whose superintendent George Taplin wrote in his diary for 22
(?)December 1860: the ‘widow and children sent … by Govt. from Kangaroo Island arrived
here.’90 John R Back, as ‘Master’ of the Henry and Mary, had offered to take the family for £5 to
Port Adelaide for assessment for government support, and presumably his transport was
provided.91 Maybe Back temporarily relieved Martin as master of the cutter, the latter being
listed as master during 1860-61.
Some Wilkins children later went to Yankalilla; a proposal to educate others at the Port Lincoln
Training Institution was retracted as unsuitable. John Parker, an Aboriginal man resident at the
mission, had married one of Wilkins’ daughters and applied (unsuccessfully) in 1865 for a
section of land to cultivate based on this relationship. Parker (Pulpomoonie or Pulpomonie or
Bulpuminne) considered he had a valid claim: his wife 'had to some extent been accustomed to
civilized occupations'92 and he himself, he said, had a preference since childhood for civilised
labour. Parker was twenty-six years old and had been employed by a farmer (Parker) of Milang
for twelve years.
Later life on section 41——————
On section 41 the existing stone two-room hut, built originally either by Wilkins or ‘Fireball’
Bates, was bought as a ruin by a mainlander in 1992 (figure 19). At that time the rafters of small,
untrimmed branches and the roof of timber shingles had collapsed onto the floor and the wooden
floor boards had rotted. For several decades previously the cottage had been used for sheep
shearing by the Bates family–the interior dividing wall was partly demolished to make space for
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a 'letting out' area–and before that had been ‘empty’ for many years.93 The new owner used loose
stone from this wall to restore the exterior walls. Broken ceramic ware unearthed three metres
from the back door dated to 1857:94 all that can tell us definitely is that the objects were not
brought to the site earlier than 1857, but it is likely to be a reliable indication of first settlement
there.
Another cottage resident?——————
The remnant wall corner of local mica-slate bedded in mud mortar on section 43 (figures 23 and
24) was released from its spikey African Boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum) captor in 2003,
demolished by late November 2007, and the plot built upon soon after. A preceding
archaeological dig might have shown the extent of the floor area and where the chimney was
located, if not more about this residence and its surrounding land.

Figure 23. Three remnant walls of uncoursed stone bedded in mud of the cottage known locally
as ‘Pirkey’s, section 43, looking north-east (Photo: author 2002). After decades standing as a
ruin, by December 2006 the block was for sale and demolition of these remaining walls was
imminent.
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Figure 24. Pirkey’s cottage. The triple burial site is off Wrights Road, seen to the rear of the
photo. Looking south (Photo: author, January 2005)
Identity of the past in the present – last words? ——————
Fastening memory of ancestors has some parallels to the search for the identities of those who
chose anonymity or social seclusion on the island or who simply preceded the diligent recordkeeping of local government. Yet the loss of the latter is often different from the discounting or
forgetting of the former. Of deep significance for contemporary generations is their discovery of
their descent from Aboriginal people once resident on Kangaroo Island: one, from Emma’s
daughter Clara, the other from her son Gilbert, have been increasing their knowledge of these
connections. In 2005 Lorraine McDonald contacted the Kangaroo Island historian, the late Jean
Nunn, concerning her descent from the Kangaroo Island settlers Nat Thomas and Betsy. Some
seven years later another seeker after her Kangaroo Island ancestry, Faye Barrett, contacted Lori,
and a host of family connections followed as they contextualised their shared heritage.
The descendants of Betsy Thomas are not connected to Wilkins’ wife but the Reserve and the
presence there of both non-familial Indigenous people and direct family ancestors has made the
Aboriginal identity of the East End vibrant for these two women particularly over the last twelve
or so years. Important for them is the area of land and houses identified as having once belonged
to and been the homes of those ancestors at the East End and elsewhere. Lori recalled of her visit
to Kangaroo Island in 2006 when for her family’s posterity she established her roots on her
father’s side:
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I wanted to see if I could find my aunty Amy’s home in Kingscote. We, the Ray
Mitchell family, in 1941 had ‘lived’ on the Island for a time at Aunty Amy’s (née

Figure 23. Clara Anne Bertha
Mitchell, née Barrett (1891-1980),
daughter of Emma and Francis
Barrett, married William Waite
Mitchell (1891-1977). She was the
grandmother of Lorraine McDonald
(Courtesy of Lori McDonald and
Barry Mitchell).

Figure 24. Members of the Mitchell family at Wally Waller’s place, Kingscote, in January 1941
with a fish catch. Lorraine (Lori) Mitchell (second from the right) with her mother, Thelma, and
sister and brother, great-grandchildren of Emma Barrett (Courtesy of Lori McDonald).
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Amy Waller … a widow of William Sharam). Aunty Amy was the daughter of Mary
(née Simpson) and Alfred Waller. Amy’s grandparents were Hannah and Thomas
Simpson. Hannah was the daughter of Nathaniel and Betsy Thomas. 95
Of Perky and others we may never know more, but the name ‘The Aboriginal’ has ongoing
implications and a growing number of identities. The Hog Bay chimney called ‘Wilkinson’s’
was rightly described (although for a mistaken reason) as ‘one of the most historic ruins in South
Australia’.96 Far more so and with demonstrated reasons might Ward’s painting of the Cottage at
Frenchman’s Rock be called an essential, key historical ‘document’ of Kangaroo Island and
South Australian colonial, especially Aboriginal, history.
1

I thank Lorraine McDonald and Faye Barrett very warmly for discussing their descent and their Kangaroo Island
Aboriginal families, Lori from 2005 and Faye from 2012. Lori’s grandmother was Clara Mitchell (née Barrett, 18911980), daughter of Emma Barrett; Faye descended from Gilbert Barrett, one of the five children of Emma and
Francis Barrett. Both descended directly through Mary and William Seymour from Nat and Betsy Thomas.
Residents of Penneshaw who once again have helped me deserve a warm thank you for assisting in this research,
some of which was prompted by the author’s history project centred on Penneshaw and its outskirts for the
Penneshaw Progress Association in 2000.
2

Valuable landmark explorations of Kangaroo Island Aboriginal settlers and of descendants of Betty and Nat
Thomas are in Rebe Taylor, Unearthed. The Aboriginal Tasmanians of Kangaroo Island, [Kent Town, South
Australia], Wakefield Press, 2002; and Rick Hosking, ‘A sort of pot pourri’: William Cawthorne’s The Kangaroo
Islanders’, in Alas, for the Pelicans! Flinders, Baudin & Beyond, [Kent Town, South Australia], Wakefield Press,
2002, and ‘A Critical Edition of William Cawthorne’s Kangaroo Islanders’, thesis, Department of English,
University of Adelaide, June 2003, particularly Appendix 11, ‘Captain Cawthorne, Mary Manatto and ‘the
Aboriginal’,
pp267-272
<https://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/dspace/bitstream/2440/22289/2/02whole.pdf>,
accessed September 2015, p270. Phillip Clarke set out to document the pre-1836 Kangaroo island Aborigines and
found the sources ‘diverse and scattered’, some more trustworthy than others (‘Early interaction with Aboriginal
hunters and gatherers on Kangaroo Island, South Australia’, Aboriginal History, vol 20, no 1, 1996, <http://pressfiles.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p72561/pdf/article0314.pdf>, pp14-15).
3

Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration, GRG 35/232/18, 1855, State Records of South Australia (SRSA)

4

The ‘new cutter, William, Walker, from Kangaroo Island, 5 tons salt’, arrived on the mainland on 12 February
1844 (‘Shipping Intelligence’, Southern Australian, 13 February 1844, p2).
5

James Brooks, Surveyor, Field Diagram Book 61, Lands Titles Office, Adelaide (LTO)

6

GRG 35/1/165, 1861, SRSA. The Office of Crown Lands and Immigration prepared notice of the auction sale of
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